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Abstract

pointcuts [9], this paper proposes a new approach
for engineering access control into applications. Our
approach is based on the concepts of access interface
and view connector, presented in figure 1:

Engineering access control in distributed applications is a challenging problem for many application domains. It should be possible to set and manage one organization-wide access control policy that
must then be enforced reliably in a multitude of applications running within the organization. This is
severely complicated by the fact that an access control policy can be fine-grained and dependent on application state, and hence its enforcement can crosscut an application in an intricate way.
Based on the observation that the access control
enforcement points in an application are essentially
pointcuts, this paper proposes a new approach for
engineering access control into applications.
Experience with the access control concern also
clearly shows the need for full life-cycle support for
aspects.
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The Access Interface represents an abstract view
on an application reflecting only access control relevant information. Such an access interface should
be relatively constant within one organization, but
could be application domainspecific (for instance
medical organizations will probably use a different access interface than financial organizations).
Through this interface, a centrally managed and
configured access control module receives notifications of access attempts from applications, and can
query applications for application state while deciding whether these accesses should be allowed or
not. The access control module can be configured
by means of declarative policy rules that specify the
access control policy in terms of the access interface.

Introduction

View connectors bind the access interface to different applications. They map application specific
concepts to the domain concepts represented in the
Access Interface and assign object instances to domains, which constitutes a group of objects, governed by the same set of access rules. By implementing view connectors using a dynamic, wrapper
based AOSD system, applications can be connected
to an access control module at deployment time.
The view connector can be made configurable too,
so that the mapping of application concepts to domain concepts can be set declaratively.

Engineering access control in distributed applications is a challenging problem for many application
domains [3]. It should be possible to set and manage one organization-wide access control policy that
must then be enforced reliably in a multitude of applications running within the organization. This is
severely complicated by the fact that an access control policy can be fine-grained and dependent on application state, and hence its enforcement can crosscut an application in an intricate way.
State-of-the-art commercial systems, such as
Tivoli Access Manager [12], provide for centralized
management of access control, but as soon as policies are dependent on application state, explicit calls
to the authorization engine must be inserted in the
application code.
Based on the observation that the access control
enforcement points in an application are essentially

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the
next section elaborates on the access interface concept and the way access rules are set up in terms of
this interface. How this abstract view is tied to a
particular application by means of a view connector
is shown in section 3. In section 4, a possible implementation is described. We discuss future work and
related work in sections 5 and 6. and draw conclusions in section 7
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Access Control View

or “emergency access” for healthcare applications
can be defined in an access interface. The information exposed by this abstract view may support
both generalizing rules affecting a large group of objects as fine-grained rules pinpointing specific objects. So, the granularity of the access control is determined by the access interface, just like the terms
the access rules are formulated with.
At present, two sorts of terms have been defined:
attributes and actions.

In this section, a simplified application is presented
to illustrate the introduced notion of an Access Interface. Thereafter, the key concepts of this interface are set forth and illustrated by means of a rudimentary policy.
Figure 2 depicts the class diagram of a simplified
medical application, which is inspired by the HL7
Reference Information Model [10]. Herein a Person
can adopt several Roles, such as for example the
Patient and/or Employee role. Act represent medical examinations, observations, . . . To support, for
instance, causal relations and reasoning, Acts can
be linked by means of an ActRelationship
Based on this model we can now formulate access control rules, which can be made quite complex, as access decision may depend on object state,
subject state, environment, the invoked operation
(with its parameters) and additional access control attributes, subject and objects have been labeled with. The following discussion addresses policy rules including only object state and access control attributes, like the access rule described below:

· Attributes: In fact, we can distinguish access
control attributes and application attributes.
The former augment the object’s state with additional security related information, such as
roles and data sensitivity level. The latter represent state information that is not securityrelated by nature, but can influence the access
control decision; e.g. the vip-status of a person
may command the enforcement of another access control policy. The attributes must be produced by the objects implementing the “Access
Interface” whenever the access control requests
them. What is more, access control rules may
only be set up in terms of these attributes.

Only members of the medical staff can
view and modify medical data. Patients,
on the other hand, can only view their
own medical data.
Medical data are contained in the classes
Act, ActRelationship and the attribute
Person.disabilityCode.

· Actions: The actions in the Access Interface
enumerate the permissions that are relevant for
the access control policy rules. Modifiers, accessors and constructors are some straigthforward examples of actions.
What has been omitted from this interface are
conditions, e.g time-constraints, or provisional constraints. It should be fairly easy to include these.

Access Interface An access interface provides
a domain specific and abstract view on the application, only displaying and adding information relevant for access control. For example, concepts like
“high risk transactions” for financial applications;

<access-interface>
<interface>MedicalData</interface>
<attributes>
<attribute>owner</attribute>
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Figure 2: Classdiagram
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View Connector

A view connector essentially binds an access interface to a particular application. Two concepts can
be identified in relation to this connector:

View-Connector A view-connector indicates
for an object type how the values of the attributes
in the access interface should be retrieved, and also
how the methodinvocations in the object’s interface
can be mapped onto the actions in the access interface.

Policy Rules We restrict ourselves only to positive authorization policy rules, defining the actions
that subjects are permitted to perform. Below, the
example policyrule is written down in terms of the
Access Interface. Some clarification is needed for the
domain-element, which constitutes the collection of
objects the rule is to be applied to. How objects are
assigned to domains is discussed in further details
in section 3.

<view-connector>
<type>Act</type>
<access-interface>
MedicalData
</access-interface>
<attributes>
<attribute>
<name>owner</name>
<value>Act.getPatient.getPerson</value>
</attribute>
</attributes>
<actionlist>
<action>
<name>view</name>
<value>get*</value>
</action>
....
</actionlist>
</view-connector>

<policy-rule>
<domain>PatientData</domain>
<access-interface>
MedicalData
</access-interface>
<subject>MedicalData.owner</subject>
<actionlist>
<action>view</action>
...
</actionlist>
</policy-rule>

The constructs, elaborated on in this section, support a high-level view on access control, enabling
a person who has no extensive expertise into the
implementation of the application, to draw up the
access control policy. In the next section, the concrete mapping of the Access Interface and Policy
Rule onto the application is discussed in further detail.

Domain-Membership A domain represents a
set of target objects of an access rule. This set can
in principle contain objects of varying type. What is
more, domain-membership can be determined based
on (dynamic) parameters, like for example deployment location. In the following example, the domain
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Figure 4 presents the collaboration diagram of the
access logic:

PatientData is being defined as all objects of the
type Act, CognitiveActRelationship and also as
the value of the attribute Person.disabilityCode.

1. Rule Matching: In a first step, all the rules
must be selected which are to be applied to
this method invocation. The domain(s) the
target belongs to can be retrieved by means
of its identity and the membership mapping,
discussed in section 3. The view connector conveys which action the method invocation maps
to. By means of the domain and the action, we
can retrieve the rules, introduced in section 2
that are applicable. For reasons of convenience,
we will call this module the “RuleMatcher”.

<domain>
<name>PatientData</name>
<list>
<type-attribute>
Person.disabilityCode
</type-attribute>
<type>Act</type>
<type>ActRelationship</type>
</list>
</domain>

For every policy rule, it has to be verified that
there exists a view-connector for every type of which
instances belong to the rule’s domain. As long as
domain-membership is determined by static criteria,
this verification should be fairly simple.
Secondly, in order to be able to pinpoint specific
objects and assign them to a domain, support for
naming object-instances should be provided.
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2. Attribute Retrieval: Once the applicable rules
have been retrieved, the necessary attributes,
needed by the access rule, must be filled out by
means of the attribute mapping, introduced in
the view connector.
3. Access Control Decision: Finally, if all information is available to the Access Control Decision Function, the latter can allow or deny
access.

Prototype
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In this section, a possible implementation of the access control logic is suggested. First, the overall architecture is described. Subsequently, we describe
into further detail how a dynamic wrapper based
AOSD system, such as for instance JAC [15] and
Lasagne [16], can be used for the implementation of
view connectors to connect the access control module at deployment time to the application. The access module itself, will not be dealt with in great
depth, because this can be designed with existing
object oriented/framework methodologies.

Future Work

In the previous sections, a powerful approach is presented, to disentangle access logic from application
logic, while supporting at the same time complex
access rules based on application state. However,
extensions and improvements can still be made. Below, an overview of further work is given:

Access Decision Information In section 2
the only application state we have taken into account are object state and object access control attributes. Our objective is to extend the information,
the access decision function has at its disposal. Below, one of these extensions are discussed:
Parameters of methods: In the Access Interface,
the notion of an action has been included, but the
parameters of these methods have been neglected
until now. Sometimes it may, however, be necessary to take into account the value of these parameters, while selecting the access rules to enforce. For
example, the amount of money to be transferred
in a transaction, may determine which policy rule
is applicable. One possibility, is to extend the notion of an action in the access interface so that it
also includes parameters. Another possibility, is to
introduce the concepts “LowRiskTransaction” and
“HighRiskTransaction” in the access interface and
to fill out the treshhold values in the view connector.
In fact, both options may be valuable.

Architecture Figure 3 depicts an overall
overview of the architecture of the access control
elements. Access control policies are administered
centrally in a Policy Database by the Management
server. Whenever a target is accessed, the invocation is intercepted by the Reference Monitor, which
passes on the reified method invocation, along with
additional information, such as the client’s identity,
to the Access Control Decision Function. Possibly
the latter requires additional information from the
target, which is retrieved by means of the Attribute
Retriever.

Generic Implementation The presented approach is generic, in the sense that the wrappers are
only used to intercept the method invocation, and to
redirect the reified method invocation to the access
control module, i.e. merely as reference monitor.
This approach allows for a generic wrapper, which
is nor type nor instance specific, but on the other
hand stresses the access control module extensively.

Domain Membership In section 3, it has already been pointed out that it has to be known at
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Figure 3: Architecture
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deployment time which types are represented within
a particular domain to assure that every required
view connector has been provided.

information relevant for access control, and therefore facilitates the translation of (high level) requirements into access rules. In a next phase, this access
interface can be bound in a natural way to a particular application by means of view connectors. In
terms of the access control aspect development and
lifecycle, the access control view offers thus an extra
step in the reconciliation of the fulfilment of access
control requirements with the integration of access
control logic in the application and provides a clear
separation between the different roles, the security
officer, deployer and security module provider play
in the overall picture.

Aspect Interference Typically, the access control aspect must be capable of retrieving application
state information, but does not need to be able to
modify application state. The access control module
is a trusted component. So, whenever this module
retrieves information from the application to make
an access control decision, this access should not be
mediated by the reference monitor, i.e. it should
be possible to switch the access wrappers “on and
off”. The same remark holds for other aspects too;
it should be verified that accesses initiated by the access module itself, do not cause any undesired sideeffects.

Status At the time of writing, no implemented
prototype is available yet. Two masterthesis students are, however, working on a realisation in JAC.
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